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Remote Enrollment Assistance



Why Offer Remote Enrollment Assistance?



Why Remote Assistance?
In addition to the COVID-19 pandemic, there are a lot of 
considerations for vulnerable populations that make 
remote assistance a good idea:
• Transportation
• Babysitting/childcare
• Weather condition challenges
• Legal driving permit/license
• Discomfort asking for help



Why Remote Assistance?
• Schedule availability
• Environment
• Gas money
• Disabilities (physical disabilities, mental disabilities, 

agoraphobia, etc.)



Best Practices for Remote Assistance



Best Practices
• Always ask client their level of confidence using emails, 

phone, and texting 
• Take notes in meetings and having a secure and safe place to 

store the information is always advised 
• Send info via text; Ex: names, address & phone numbers 

(avoids misinterpreting info)
• Video calls for some consumers who prefer at least the first 

meeting appointment to feel a closer connection. 
• Some customers prefer only phone calls



Best Practices
• Teach clients how to scan documents using their 

iPhone/smart phone for email purposes
• Set up three-way calls when working with other agencies for 

example, Capital Consortium, Quartz, Dean, and Group 
Health Cooperative (many consumers prefer that I stayed 
connected during call process)

• Download financial assistance forms to help consumer fill 
the out (instead of having them read the question over the 
phone)



Best Practices
• Have commonly used forms readily available to send to 

consumers for better enrollment understanding; Ex: 
Covering Wisconsin how-to sheets

• When consumer receives documents related to health 
insurance always ask them to send a picture to be able to 
provide a better understating of any questions or concerns  

• Non-tech savvy clients can receive help from a family 
member or friend and could be present during our meeting 
if required by consumer (not a minor)



Best Practices
• Advantage of client being home is they have quicker access 

to essential documents if needed saving them time to not 
make another trip  

• It is easier to enroll returning consumers who have their 
Marketplace info, but always review plan information and 
reexamine provider networks, medication coverage, etc.

• Not able to take time off during working hours -- we manage 
to do enrollment assistance or other health coverage issue 
assistance during their lunch time, or before/after work



Discussion



Thank you!
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